LIST OF CHARACTERS OF EXPANSION PACK #1

7 players available - 2 males, 4 females, and 1 either gender
SYLVIA PLANCE Sylvia Plance is the most adventurous soul in the Holly Hills Casual attire, hair pulled
Professional Gardener
and World Traveler
Optional Female

KARAN O’HARE
Hairstylist
Optional Female

neighborhood. A real jet setter and talented gardener,
back into a ponytail.
Sylvia has traveled around the world and experienced
Gardening gloves,
flowers and a small
cultures and cuisine that most will only ever see on exotic
gardening shovel as
television shows! Sylvia has recently contacted the police
optional props.
about rare plants and flowers that have been stolen from
her greenhouse. She hopes to find the culprit soon!
The trendy Karan O’Hare is the Holly Hills neighborhood
A trendy outfit with a
‘go to guru’ for fashion advice. Karen’s a great listener and
hair-cutting apron as an
the best hairstylist in town! Lately, her appointment books
optional prop. A teasing
have been filled to the brim, and it’s taking her customers
comb and a hand-held
months to get an appointment! Everybody wants to be
mirror as additional
snazzy for the holidays, but Karen doesn’t have the time for
optional props.
everybody!

LORA
CINGABAR

Lora Cingabar is an aspiring pop star and lounge singer at
the Hollyberry Piano Bar. She has faith in her talent but
hasn’t been lucky enough to get her big break yet. Lora is
Lounge Singer & Aspiring a serious perfectionist and never has a hair out of place or
Pop Idol
a chipped fingernail. In social situations, if there’s ever a
need for a peacemaker - she’s your girl.
Optional Female

DEE ZEINE
Interior Designer
Optional Female

TEX BULTAMER
Rodeo Cowboy
Optional Male

CALLAHAN
COPPA
Police Officer
Optional Male

Lounge singer attire - an
evening gown or pop
idol outfit. A wild
colored wig as an
optional prop.

Dee is the creative interior designer and instructor at the
Hollyberry Design Institute. At times, this house stylin’ diva
can be a very impatient lady. She has designed most of
the houses in the neighborhood of Holly Hills and is
rumored to have her own reality show in the making!

Casual attire with
smudges of paint on
your face and hands.
Paint swatch cards as
optional props.

If there were a movie named Cowboy and a Gentleman,
Tex Bultamer would be the leading man. Chivalry is still
alive and well according to Tex, as he hands the world to
the ladies. However, Tex is a no-nonsense type of cowboy,
and speaks without a filter. If you don’t want to hear the
truth, stay clear of this good ‘ole boy.

Any cowboy (western)
attire. An optional prop
is a toy gun.

Callahan Coppa is a kindhearted gentleman, who strives to
one day, become the Chief of Police of Hollyberry.
However, no matter what he does, nothing seems to go his
way at the station, and he spends his days writing tickets
Police uniform. Toy
as a traffic cop. Someone is holding this ambitious boy in (fake) gun as an optional
prop.
blue back, and he is determined to find the source!
*Can expand into a team by adding up to 15 duplicate
players of Callahan’s colleagues (police officers - both
M/F).
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BILLY YURDZ
Professional Billiards
Player

There are two sides to Billy Yurdz, and only one of them is
worth knowing. If you have something to offer Billy, you’ll
be faced with the loveliest person you’ll ever meet.
However, if you cross Billy or cause angst, you’ll be sorry.

Optional Either
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Trendy attire with a pool
stick as an optional
prop.

